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Abstract

In the last two decades, the topic of sustainability has moved from the fringes of supply chain management research to the mainstream and is now an area of significant research activities, and in particular the short food supply chains (SFSCs). There are many different forms of SFSC, but they share a common characteristic of reduced numbers of intermediaries between the farmer or food producer, and the consumer. The growing interest in SFSCs reflects the consumer demand for quality and traceability. In this paper, the authors highlight the importance of the SFSC for sustainable economic development and present the barriers to the SFSCs creation. Furthermore, they point out the global context of the SFSCs. The SFSCs have the potential to increase farm value added (profit allocation), promote sustainable farming systems, diversify production and contribute to local economic development.
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15.1. Introduction

Agribusiness and food supply chains are transforming from the commodity system into a coordinated food system [Jarzębowski, 2013]. This leads to competition between various supply chains and networks, and not only to competition between individual companies [Lambert and Cooper, 2000; Christopher, 1998]. However, these trends of change require research to adapt old or develop new models of food business and food markets. Representatives of science recognized the importance of the supply chain management process in the agri-food sector primarily due to the instability of products and the need to improve product flow tracking [Hobbs and Young, 2000].

Consumers continuously increase their demand on food safety and its functionality, product diversity, packaging quality, and the quality of services and products [van der Vorst, 2000]. The issue of environmental protection and
the economy of sustainable development is also now more important. Sustainable development is a resource and society dependent [World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987]. In the literature dealing with the issues of sustainable development, more and more attention is paid to the relationship between supply chains and sustainable development of the economy. For example, Kashmanian, Keenan and Wells (2010) found that leading companies are systematically increasing their activities in the field of environmental protection.

An increasing number of consumers are looking for alternative sources of food produced near their place of residence [Cicia et al., 2010; Nie and Zepeda, 2011]. The dissemination of new forms of food distribution organization in recent years, referred to as short supply chains, can be linked to the increasingly important role played by credibility-based goods in shaping consumer preferences. Indeed, the growing popularity of short supply chains should be attributed to the distribution model, which allows consumers to support local agriculture while adding fresh products to their diet [Uribe et al., 2012].

15.2. Definition of the SFSC

A supply chain consists of two or more legally separated organizations, being linked by material, information and financial flows. These organizations may be companies producing parts, components and end products, logistic service providers and even the very (final) customer [Stadtler and Kilger, 2008]. This definition can be also adapted in to food sector as cooperating in various functional areas agricultural producers, intermediary (trade) companies, processing, production and service enterprises, and their clients, between which flow streams of agri-food products, information and financial resources [Jarzębowski and Klepacki, 2013].

The supply chain can be described by indicating its characteristics such as:

- Supply chain structure;
- Type of material flow;
- Objectives, functional areas and areas of interaction of participating entities;
- Contribution to the creation of added value (distribution of margins);
- Interventionism (market disruption);
- Regulations, standards and rules, product specific safety and quality requirements.

From the short supply chains perspective, the contribution to the added value creation related to distribution of margins, state interventionism and regulations related to market disruption are important points of reference.
In the market mechanism, the added value is distributed in such a way that the ones who are closest to the consumer benefit the most. The market redistributes value added, depreciating agriculture [Czyżewski et al., 2006] so that the state should enter into the sphere of inter-branch flows in order to retransfer the value added produced, but not realized by farmers [Kowalski and Rembisz, 2005]. The mechanism counteracting this depreciation may also be shortening of the supply chain by eliminating intermediaries.

### Table 1. Examples of SFSC’s definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The European rural development regulation (1305/2013)</td>
<td>Number of intermediaries, physical distance, social relations</td>
<td>A short supply chain means a supply chain involving limited number of economic operators, committed to cooperation, local economic development, and close geographical and social relations between producers, processors and consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry</td>
<td>Number of intermediaries</td>
<td>Commercialization of agricultural products through direct selling or indirect selling when only one intermediary is involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilbery and Maye, 2005</td>
<td>Social relations, knowledge exchange</td>
<td>It is a common specific characteristic of SFSCs that they are highly value-laden and meaningful for their participants. The direct relationship between the producer and the consumer involves construction of knowledge, value and meaning about the product and its provenance, production and consumption, the producer and the consumer themselves, rather than solely an exchange of a product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Network for Rural Development [Peters, 2012]</td>
<td>Number of intermediaries and physical distance</td>
<td>The definition of local food networks and short supply chains is not only focused on the distance between production and sale of the product, but also the number of links in the food supply chain, with the goal being to reduce these as much as possible – the shortest option being direct sales from the producer. In other words, short supply chain means reducing the number of intermediaries who are necessary to deliver the final product to the consumer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, 2005</td>
<td>Number of intermediaries and physical distance</td>
<td>Very small number (or even the absence of) intermediaries between producers and consumers, and/or by the short geographical distance between the two (they ideally fulfill both conditions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow Food</td>
<td>Governance, locality, number of intermediaries, physical distance</td>
<td>A short food supply chain is created when producers and final consumers realize they share the same goals, which can be achieved by creating new opportunities that strengthen local food networks. It is an alternative strategy enabling producers to regain an active role in the food system, as it focuses on local production - decentralized regional food systems that minimize the number of steps involved and the distance traveled by food (food miles).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: own work.*
Short supply food chains have been central to a wide range of research on the recent emergence of alternative forms of agriculture and food supply in the countries of the global North and West [Goodman, 2003]. They have often been linked with the so-called quality turn in food as they are associated, among others, to more traditional, locally embedded and sustainable farming practices [Ilbery and Maye, 2005; Goodman, 2003].

SFSCs can also be seen as a means to restructure food chains in order to support sustainable and healthy farming methods, generate resilient farm-based livelihoods (in rural, peri-urban and urban areas) and re-localize control of food economies [EIP-AGRI, 2015].

Various definitions of SFSC are presented in the literature (Table 1). As a consequence, the definition of SFSC is not always clear, neither at national or European level. The “Short Supply Chain” is often used as an umbrella concept [Marsden et al., 2000], assuming context dependent economic, socio-cultural, policy, organisational characteristics, and having different impacts on local economies.

On the base of the criteria outlined above, a great variety of SFSCs can be identified and various classifications or typologies developed. Such classifications are useful for a more systematic exploration of SFSCs and development and implementation of necessary support measures [Galli and Brunori, 2013].

The EC IMPACT project [Marsden et al., 2000; Renting et al., 2003] proposed three main types of short food chains on the basis of the number of intermediaries, physical distance and organizational arrangements:

- **Face-to-face SFSCs** – a consumer purchases a product directly from the producer/processor on a face-to-face basis (e.g. on-farm sales, farm shops, farmers’ markets).

- **Proximate SFSCs** – extend reach beyond direct interaction and are essentially delivering products which are produced and retailed within the within a specific region (or place) of production. Consumers are made aware of the ‘local’ nature of the product at retail level (e.g. community supported agriculture, consumers’ cooperatives).

- **Spatially extended SFSCs** – value- and meaning-laden information about the place of production and producers is transferred to consumers who are outside the region of production itself and who may have no personal experience of that region (e.g. restaurants, certification labels, public food procurement to catering services for institutions).

According to the report elaborated by EHNE, a farmer’s union of the Basque Country, Spain [Mundubat, 2012] SFSC can be classified on the basis of the level of compromise (low, medium and high) that may be adopted either by consumers or producers into nine categories (Figure 1).
Figure 1. SFSC classification based on the level of compromise between producers and consumers

Source: own work based on Mundubat, 2012.

The CROC project [Chaffotte & Chiffoleau, 2007] found it useful to distinguish between individual and collective, direct and indirect (with one intermediary) SFSCs. Whereas, the European Network for Rural Development have identified three types of SFSCs, in their report on SFSCs, on the basis of their individual or collective organization and initiators (consumers and producers):

- Direct sales by individuals,
- Collective direct sales,
- Partnerships of producers and consumers [Peters, 2012].

Shortening the supply chain may have some beneficial effects on the environment, economy and society. However, it should be noted that the way in which the supply chain is shortened is important. Not necessarily all short chains will bring the expected benefits. For example, if production and distribution systems in the supply chain are not geared to sustainable development, the short supply chain will not bring the expected economic, social and environmental benefits.

There are many benefits to be gained from engaging in collaborative activities while creating short supply chains [EIP-AGRI, 2015]:

- Higher margins / lower overheads: the often high costs charged by distributors can be split fairly between producers and consumers, allowing producers to receive a dignified income for their work, and for consumers to pay less and know exactly what they are paying for.
• Improved product range: the product range can be diversified and/or increased so that more producers can be involved and more jobs can be created through retaining the added value in each territory.

• Resource sharing: equipment, tools, processing facilities, transport and logistics can be shared in order to improve efficiency and share costs. Knowledge and skills can also be shared.

• Local food chain infrastructure: retaining or reinstating local processing facilities such as abattoirs or farmers’ shop.

• Increased negotiating power: more weight in contract negotiations, ensuring fair terms and conditions, gaining access to public and larger scale markets.

• Reduced competition: between many small non-coordinated SFSCs in a region.

• Mutual support: collaboration can combat isolation felt by small-scale producers.

It is worth mentioning that cooperation within SFSCs can help to integrate new participants in the chain with the agri-food sector. In addition, the maintenance or restoration of local processing plants, such as slaughterhouses or agricultural stores, becomes more real.

15.3. Development of short supply chains in Europe

The success factors and barriers that may arise in several areas related to short supply chains were identified. Above all, they refer to the key process of creating supply chains in the agri-food sector. Other areas are logistics and infrastructure, product development and access to markets and consumers. Selected success factors and related barriers of SFSC development in terms of access to market and consumer are presented below (Figure 2).

Currently in Europe as well as around the world there are many examples and types of short food supply chains. Usually these are small enterprises with limited local impact. However, these small initiatives indicate that these enterprises are able to provide solutions to improve the profitability and stability of agricultural producers. Therefore, there is a great need to identify, synthesize, exchange and present good practices in the short food supply chains management. These arguments were the basis for identifying examples of such chains in Europe. For this purpose, good practices regarding short chains in 15 European Union countries were analyzed. As part of the study, over 100 examples of initiatives were described and classified in specific sectors (Figure 3).
### Figure 2. Factors of success and barriers in access to markets and consumers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Success factors</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>On-line sales</strong>: reliable internet network, effective online store, ordering</td>
<td>Poor Internet network, weak IT systems, lack of affordable technical support, lack of knowledge on how to use social media, unreliable distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system and payment system, use of social media, reliable distribution.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales in the local community</strong>: key products that attract consumers, good</td>
<td>Farmers may lack communication skills in sales. The costs of stalls and cooling systems on the market, the cost of owning or renting store space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpersonal and communication skills required in dealing with consumers, variety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of sales points and sales channels to increase access and convenience of shopping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public procurement</strong>: Application of social and environmental criteria in</td>
<td>A general lack of awareness of the flexibility and possibilities under the EU public procurement rules on the part of public authorities and potential suppliers. Farmers often do not have the skills and resources to submit an offer and meet the requirements (eg continuity of supply, consistency in quality).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tenders for public procurement. Public authorities ask for potential suppliers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before the offer is prepared. The division of orders into smaller parts increases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the chance of local producers to obtain a contract.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supermarkets</strong>: Cooperation centers gathering many small suppliers. Strong</td>
<td>Small producers lack bargaining power to challenge supermarkets in trade negotiations. Supermarkets may require exclusive supplies, which increases the risk of suppliers and limits sales to other customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and distinctive products in the niche of premium products.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HoReCa</strong>: Specjalne wydarzenia promujące typu „spotkaj się z producentem”.</td>
<td>Poor organization on the part of farmers compared to the professionalism expected by hotels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: own work.*

### Figure 3. Good practices of SFSC in the EU by sector

The majority of good practices for short chains have been identified in Austria, Ireland, the United Kingdom and Hungary. In the analyzed examples, there is a tendency to include more than one agri-food sector within a single enterprise. These practices include, for example, distribution solutions for agri-food products, such as on-line sales with home delivery or collection at designated places or inviting consumers to farms to make a purchase. In Poland, the practices related to the fruit and vegetable sector were mostly identified, while in Ireland – with the meat sector.
The concept of short supply chains concerns many of its participants who can benefit from shortening the path to the consumer (Figure 4). Almost all identified good practices include a link with producers. In the case of one third of the analysed examples, there are processors of agri-food products and retailers. Labs, agricultural stores and wholesalers play a marginal role in the case of short chains.

Figure 4. Participants of SFSC

![Bar chart showing participants of SFSC]

Source: as for Figure 3.

Within the framework of the project, topics that emerged in the researched good practices (Figure 5) were classified into 4 main groups (products, organizational / institutional / systems, governance and sales). The first group concerns topics connected with product and was divided into the following areas:

- Branding and Labelling: innovative way of communicating on consumers product characteristics/ product range;
- Valorization: novel approach to product development, e.g. a co-design, multi-actor design; a novel product or product range;
- Value: superior, gourmet taste; nutritional value; healthiness; freshness;
- Values:
  - Social Sustainability: trust, sense of community; connection between producers and consumers; community education; consumer empowerment; recognition of producers;
  - Economic Sustainability: profitability; synergies with other sectors; generating local employment; training and coaching initiatives;
  - Environmental Sustainability: food waste; greenhouse gas emissions; energy use and carbon footprint; food miles.
The three remaining topic groups are described below:

- **Organizational / Institutional / Systems:**
  - Learning and Empowerment: cross-learning between actors; networking along the supply chain and in the region;
  - Process Innovations: logistics and distribution; achievement of efficiencies through collaboration.

- **Governance:**
  - Internal: contractual agreements between producers, chain partners; decision-making structures;
  - External: enabling government policies and regulatory frameworks; tenders for public procurement with social and environmental criteria.

- **Sales:**
  - Efficiency: proximity; reliable distribution; effective ordering systems;
  - Variety: collaborative hubs bringing together supplies from many small producers;
  - Connection: events as “meet the farmer”; social media; reconnection and relationship.

The five most common topics within the analysed good practices (Figure 6) were as follows:

- Governance: internal (decision-making process in the supply chain);
- Organizational / Institutional / Systems: process innovations (logistics and distribution);
- Sales: efficiency (reliable distribution);
- Governance: internal (contractual agreements between producers, chain partners);
- Values: social sustainability (connection between producers and consumers).

Figure 6. Top 5 of the most often appearing topics across the analysed EU countries

In almost 50% of the analysed examples of SFSCs the actors involved in the chain focused on reliable distribution. It is worth mentioning here that factors leading to success in the area of distribution are recognizing that logistics and distribution are a separate service within the food chain and have to be costed and paid for accordingly, as well as combining deliveries with inviting customers to farms in order to increase awareness and trust [EIP-AGRI, 2015].

15.4. Global context of European short supply chains

The concept of SFSC might have also global aspects. This chapter investigates the link between SFSCs and the EU’s trade policy by using the example of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). To show the interaction between the concept of short supply chain and trade with the US related to the need of the TTIP the literature review has been conducted. The TTIP, as a bilateral free trade agreement (FTA), is designed to remove trade barriers, simplify approval and certification, and standardization processes. It could pave the way for the definition of more technical and technological standards, creating new opportunities for the development of even more efficient value-added supply chains. The importance of short supply chains in the context of the expected benefits of the TTIP can be analysed in relation to the following aspects:
- transparency in supply chains,
- unified standards in food safety and quality management,
simplified certification,
uniform conditions for data protection,
conformity on transmission of data,
strengthening online sales,
simplified public procurement,
increasing negotiating power for the EU producers.

Trends and challenges related to the TTIP in the context of short food supply chains were identified and put together in the Table below (Table 2).

Table 2. Trends and challenges related to the TTIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trends</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase in regulatory controls</td>
<td>Increase in complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift in technological landscape</td>
<td>Pressure of costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergence of e-commerce</td>
<td>Increase in customer expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of an imbalance between intra-European economic relations and agreements with third parties</td>
<td>Lack of skilled employees and qualified personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pragmatically examine regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building up networks between the EU and the US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own work based on Pietrzyck et al., 2017; Altenberg and Grünewald, 2013; World Economic Forum, 2013; Aichele et al., 2016.

Provided that agreement on uniform conditions for data protection and the transmission of data is reached, this could also greatly increase transparency in supply chains. This would, in turn, positively affect efficiency and flexibility.

15.5. **Summary and conclusions**

Short food supply chains (SFSCs) were established in parallel to conventional food chains, playing a key role in the emerging food networks that are continuously arising as an alternative to the globalized agri-food model. Due to the benefits of the SFSCs, an increase in the number of initiatives supporting the development of such activities in the agri-food sector is noticeable. These models have become an alternative to the globalized structure of the agri-food sector, enabling “bringing together” the two extreme links of the supply chain and satisfying the needs of both the consumption and production side, while affecting the well-established concept of sustainable development. Although short supply chain practices are becoming increasingly more common across Europe, their impact on economic sustainability seems limited by lack of experience and knowledge, which hinders the dissemination of this distribution model and the dissemination of innovation.
The exchange of information and knowledge as well as cooperation between actors involved in the agri-food network are, therefore, the main factors supporting the competitiveness and sustainable development of the SFSCs. It is necessary for small farms and agricultural producers to cooperate within integrated short chains in order to produce a sufficient number of products and to create a common approach regarding the attributes and quality of products. The concept of the SFSC might have also global aspects. The ongoing liberalization of trade in agri-food products and the growth in the volume of exchange might also create opportunities for development of the European short food supply chains.
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